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Prologue
What was it like to conduct vision research at a time when the opportunity opened up to submit one's manuscript to VISION RE-SEARCH, a new venture created when a group of colleagues, David Wright, Fred Crescitelli, Yves LeGrand among them, working through Thorne Shipley, persuaded Captain Robert Maxwell, M.C. of Pergamon Press (and later the British House of Commons) to found the journal? Would this be a viable alternative to the Journal of the Optical Society of America, Journal of Experimental Psychology, one or two optometric and ophthalmological publications, the Journal of Physiology (if one were close to the extremely able and influential group centered on the Cambridge Physiological Laboratory), or the Journal of Neurophysiology or the Journal of General Physiology for projects more in the direction of neurons or, respectively, biophysics?
In all cases, manuscripts had to be typed in triplicate or quadruplicate, using carbon paper. Figures, when not amateurishly handdrawn by the author, were produced by professional draftsmen, computations carried out on clunky desk calculators, sometimes already electric powered. References were laboriously entered from files maintained on 3" Â 5" index cards, (or sometimes 5" Â 8" with notes) or from stacks of reprints or from entries looked up in Index Medicus. Experimental subjects were usually just the authors (mostly one or two, rarely three, and almost never more) and a small number of graduate students. The protocols in the methods section, always preceding the results, described the differing roles of the participating experimenter (E) and subjects (S). One was aware of the need for rigor in the acquisition of data, but elaborate fit of psychometric curves to theoretical templates was not the norm.
Projects were small-scale, some institutional funds were commonly available, because the Offices of Naval and Air Force Research, which supported investigations in sensory systems, had their own selection criteria (don't call us, we'll call you). NIH and NSF were largely in the future, so certainly were Institutional Review Boards.
The expansion of instrumentation originating in the optical, mechanical and electronic devices that had been invented for war purposes a decade earlier was beginning to be felt. Oscilloscopes were no longer a rarity, lamps could be run on DC power supplies rather than car batteries. Although a complete understanding of the widely-used Maxwellian view had yet to be reached, wonderful multistage optical bench set-ups were being constructed from components out of the Edmund catalog of war surplus lenses, mirrors, filters, apertures. Luminance was measured with the Macbeth Illuminometer and one learned to translate between millilamberts and candles/m 2 . Elaborate computation could be attempted only by those who had access to main frame computers in the installations in major centers and universities. They involved cumbersome punched card or paper tape input and professional programming skills and had turn-around times of hours if not days. It would be many years before computers were cheap and manageable enough to integrate them in actual laboratory settings.
The state of knowledge in individual areas of vision research will be examined under a few particular headings, but some contemporary landmarks might be noted. The laser was invented in 1959 and that was the year also of the first Hubel and Wiesel publication on attribute-specific cells in the visual cortex of the anesthetized cat (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959) . The double-helix of the DNA was a few years old, but the nucleotide code for the amino acids had not yet been cracked and genes were still only conceptual entities. Histology depended on the traditional stains and the luck of the draw in Golgi preparations; pathway tracing through neural markers like horseradish peroxidase and intracellular staining of neurons with procian yellow had not come on the scene. People still were in awe of the mathematical prowess of Norbert Wiener with his kernels and the Wiener-Khinchine theorem proving that the power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. A few experts knew that Duffieux had resurrected insights of Rayleigh and of Abbe about transmission of sinusoidal grating targets by optical instruments, and that Gabor had tried to deal with information by using an idea that Dirac had formulated for purposes of quantum mechanics. One could read about these matters in Brillouin's brilliant, timeless 1956 book ''Science and Information Theory" (Brillouin, 1962) .
For many researchers, particularly those whose home was psychology, vision could be studied on its own terms or at least under the rubrics of sensation, perception, or learning; though the tendency overall was behaviorist, the deeply reductionist mindframe -that knowledge of the neural substrate of a behavioral event was a mandatory step to its understanding -was by no means universal.
In meetings where vision scientists congregated, they numbered a few dozen. In fact, they were not yet vision scientists. They were psychologists or physiologists or anatomists, or taught in physiological optics programs in optometry schools or ophthalmology departments and a few worked in laboratories of the Armed Forces, Wright Field, Ohio, New London, Conn., Fort Knox, Kentucky, Brooks Air Force Base in Texas. England had a long tradition of research in this area, in France there were Pieron, LeGrand, Arnulf, in Spain Ortega, several in the Netherlands, and in Germany, where it had begun in earnest 100 years earlier, a start was being made, led by Richard Jung in Freiburg, in the effort to extricate themselves from the physical and intellectual rubble of the Third Reich.
It was into this atmosphere that VISION RESEARCH was launched. If a graduate student asked his -and it was quite unusual to be her -advisor for guidance in the selection of a thesis project, it would be in a general research area and by no means necessarily one that the advisor was working on himself. This often allowed the student to publish under only his name. It is instructive to look at some of the topics that might have been considered worthy as a dissertation project, and examine how in retrospect their promise was fulfilled, whether they would have led into a cul-de-sac or become main stream, even if, as is inevitable, overtaken by progress. Here is a sample of some of these topics.
Ocular optics
The first stage in vision, and one of perennial interest, is the formation on the retina of an image of the outside world, in other words, the object-image relationship with respect to the eye's optics. It is an inescapable step and needs addressing then as now, regardless of the particular slant of the researcher anywhere in the gamut from biochemistry to cognition: all need to know whether, and if so, with what degree of fidelity, information about an item in the outside world reaches the retina.
Methods of securing knowledge of the extent of the visual field and of optically caused geometrical distortions have been adequate since the 19th century (Hofman, 1920) and have not changed radically since then. This is however not the case for another basic datum, the quality of the retinal image. Because, unlike the neural visual system, the optics obeys the laws of linearity, one can concentrate on and then generalize from a single function. Traditionally this had been the point-spread function, that is, the spread of light in the image of a point object. With this information, the light distribution of any other object pattern can be derived by convolution. The shape of large targets is not materially affected by the width of the point-spread function, which however becomes a critical issue in the exact location of boundaries, in the detection and resolution of small distances and in acuity measurements: when something is missed or misjudged in an observation, does the blame fall on optical, anatomical, or functional factors?
At the beginning of the period under consideration, the shape and width of the point-spread function for conditions of ordinary vision was in dispute. Hence for specific analytical purposes (Shlaer, 1937; Westheimer, 1959) one had to revert to special viewing conditions -small pupils, Young's interference patterns -where the retinal image in monochromatic light was determined entirely by diffraction theory and hence known with precision.
Theories about the retinal image quality abounded, but measurement left much to be desired. A group in Rochester had obtained direct microphotometric readings on excised steer eyes with removed sclera (Boynton, Enoch, & Bush, 1954) . When these were, unsurprisingly, an order or two worse than reasonable, this could be explained away in one of two ways: the onus could be put on the human visual system (''How is it that, if the retinal image is so poor, we see so well (DeMott, 1959)") or on the excised steer eye. The critical step was taken by Francoise Flamant in what was perhaps the single most seminal paper of the subject in the 20th century (Flamant, 1955) . She imaged a slit of light on the retina of a normal human eye and measured the light returned by reflection from the fundus. Because this was spread by the optics twice, once in the passage into the eye and then again on the return, a method was needed to undo this double convolution, of the object slit twice with the eye's line-spread function. Performing her work in the Paris Institut d'Optique, she was familiar with the new Fourier Theory of optics, more or less headquartered there at the time, in which convolution is multiplication of the Fourier transforms. The paper marks the entrance of Fourier Theory into visual science (Westheimer, 2001 ).
Flamant's procedure used photography and was somewhat awkward but it gave a line-spread function of the human eye that was much better than the excised steer eye's and could be made consonant with the actuality of human foveal acuity. Its replication and improvement with modern electronic and electro-optical instrumentation (Westheimer & Campbell, 1962 ) -soon afterwards even with the laser (Campbell & Green, 1965 ) -coincided with the onset of the era of VISION RESEARCH and ushered in a period of unprecedented expansion of knowledge and technology associated with the eye's optics. Flamant used photographic flash and plates; optometrists, looking through hand-held retinoscopes, characterized an eye's refractive error by only three numbers, sphere, cylinder, axis; diseased state of the retina could be judged only by ophthalmoscopic viewing. As VISION RESEARCH enters its second half-century, autorefractors are ubiquitous, many more parameters of the eye's refractive state can be numerically defined by Zernike polynomials, three-dimensional scanning of the fundus gives information about thickness of retinal layers, single receptors can be seen by employing adaptive optics and nulling out all the aberrations with even the largest pupil (Miller & Roorda, 2009 ). Optical means of estimating blood flow, and the retinal location of pigments, gene products, microstructural anomalies are about to move the diagnostic bar much higher; there is promise for future therapies involving targeted interaction of light with molecules.
The transformation due to the optics of the receptors themselves of the distribution of the free-field electro-magnetic distur-bance in the retinal plane into the spatial distribution of photon absorptions, is still not fully understood. The directional sensitivity of cones (Stiles & Crawford, 1933) demonstrates that they are not, optically speaking, passive and inert acceptors of radiant energy. This is the case only to a much lesser extent for rods and it follows that the spatial patterns of receptor excitation for identical targets may not be the same in scotopic and photopic vision, and in either case may not match measurements using reflected light from the fundus, whose origin remains uncertain. In addition there are, for example, intra-retinal scatter and the more obscure discrepancies resulting from polarization, dichroism and possible asymmetry of deviations and scatter between the direct and return passage of light through the eye media. Fortunately, the technology in this area keeps on advancing so future prospects are good for obtaining reliable information on retinal structure and function by means of external devices.
In sum, for those entering the field in 1960 who had the requisite background and mathematical preparation, a rewarding career in ocular optics awaited them and this applies no less today.
The Retinex theory
Interest in no submodality of vision has been more enduring than the ability to distinguish between stimuli of different wavelength distributions, regardless of their intensity differences. It goes right back to Newton and his discovery that white light can be decomposed into a spectrum, a fact that infuriated an early and quite effective researcher into color perception, Goethe. What intrigued the mind of Goethe in 1808 is color appearance, ignored by many in color vision in the 20th century who concerned themselves with what may be called the front end of the color vision apparatus.
One might have thought that by the 1950's a consensus on trichromacy had long been reached, but a student of contemporary color vision literature still had to contend with apparently divergent views, as is evident from the following statements of prominent scientists, quoted verbatim here:
''Nature uses six or seven colour mechanisms (two red ones, two blue ones and two or three green ones). This fact is of importance for the explanation of certain phenomena of color vision" (Granit, 1947) .
''The polychromatic theory in its present form postulates seven types of receptors possessing eight response curves: crimson, orange, yellow, green, bluegreen, blue and blueviolet" (Hartridge, 1950) .
''The activations in the R, G, Y and B substances (decomposition products) combine in a special way to activate a white process in the visual system" (Hurvich & Jameson, 1955) .
''Chromaticness is subserved by independent red-green and blue-yellow mechanisms . . . each involves two photosensitive substances" (Fry, 1958) .
''The theory assumes that there are five types of foveal cones, called R, Y, G, B and W" (Boynton, 1960) .
Faced with this diversity of viewpoints, Edwin Land, one of the ablest inventors of the era, did not automatically accept the conventional wisdom. He questioned the need to expand the film to three layers when changing his instant camera from black and white to full color, and took delight in demonstrating to audiences steeped in three-color lore that they could see green in displays from two projectors, one red and one white. Simultaneous color contrast was, of course, known to Goethe and formed an important basis of Hering's 1875 opponency theory, but with a few exceptions, notably the husband-and-wife team Leo Hurvich and Dorothea Jameson, the bulk of color vision research in the 1950's concerned itself not with color appearance but with measurements that would unearth the properties of the fundamentals. In an influential book, Brindley made the distinction between two classes of psychophysical measurements (Brindley, 1960) . Class A are what might be called nulling experiments; the observer's task was to respond whether two stimuli were identical; one finds the minimum detectable perturbation in a particular stimulus dimension for which this was no longer the case. Class B involves situations where the observer has to describe the quality or intensity of the sensation. Land, a physicist by training, even after he had become convinced that a two-layer film would not do, hammered on the disconnect between the seen color and the wavelength content. His ''Mondrians" (Fig. 1 ) in which two elements with remarkably different wavelength distribution in a multi-color patch display appeared to have the same color (and vice versa), were prominent and popular exhibits at meetings. An intense discussion in the public domain ensued, said not to have been initiated by him, hailing Land as a great innovator not only in technology, which he undoubtedly was, but in vision science as well. This was openly disputed only by Walls (1960). Because not much else was heard in responsible circles, a graduate student at the time might have taken the silence as an indication that this is an important novel topic in our discipline. Certainly Land himself did. Soon he put forward what he called the ''Retinex" theory, deliberately so named to signal a parallel to the biological retina with its three types of cones (Land, 1974) . He postulated that the outputs of these cones each forms a unit whose coherence is retained in its own cortical projection. When the responses to chromatic stimuli recorded in the primate retina and LGN began to be studied (De Valois, Abramov, & Jacobs, 1966; Wiesel & Hubel, 1966) they did not support this contention, however.
In Land's personal research laboratories at Polaroid his group constructed a theory to account for color appearance by cascading ratios of color values sequentially across the borders of the Mondrian patches. Although there was good agreement between theory and observation in their specific kind of stimuli (McCann, McKee, & Taylor, 1976) , the approach no longer gave a satisfactory fit for more subtle gradation of color (Brainard & Wandell, 1980) and in any case would have needed considerable modification for the many changes in color perception when intensity and time factors enter. Interest of color vision researchers quickly veered in the direction of the actual photopigments in real retinas, which had then just become capable of being identified (Marks, Dobelle, & MacNichol, 1964; Rushton, 1964; Wald, 1964 ) and more recently have been the subject of study by molecular and genetic tools. Land's attempt at quantifying color perception was not by any means misdirected. It is just that the framework he adopted was too small-bored to capture the topic in its full richness, and a student would have been well advised not to accept it as a thesis project.
Systems analysis
Until about 1950, the vast preponderance of vision research was in the hand of those trained either in the health professions or in psychology. Except for the important effort of Selig Hecht and his students, whose approach was grounded in physical chemistry, there was little that was based on physics and engineering. Koehler and some Gestalt psychologists talked about fields in the sense they are used in physics, but this had little substance, although Sperry took it seriously enough to perform some experiments to disprove them. To be sure, one saw what looked like very professional equations, for example, in Silberstein's non-Euclidean color space (Silberstein, 1943 ), Ogle's conic section formulation of the horopter (Ogle, 1932 (Ogle, , 1938 , or Rashevsky's writings from the Chicago Program in Mathematical Biophysics (Rashevsky, 1938) . But these were ad hoc attempts to emulate a trend in theoretical physics in which the esthetics of elegant mathematics are thought to constitute the true scientific grounding of a discipline, whereas the wave of ''systems theory" that swept through biology in the aftermath of the second world war had an altogether different cast.
It arose out of the merging of several developments. One was the technological, enabling mechanical, electrical or optical devices to generate at will all kinds of signals, chiefly step, pulse, ramp and sinusoidal, alongside detection and analyzing devices that could acquire continuous records with high sensitivity and distinguish between components with the desired characteristics and unrelated, random ones, so-called noise. A formidable set of war-related problems was solved utilizing this kind of instrumentation in a manner to which engineers and applied mathematicians were accustomed: focus on measurable variables, formulate their relationship in rational terms, write out the resultant differential equations and solve them for the particular operating conditions, analytically or, if necessary, numerically. Computers were initially built for precisely this purpose.
The approach would not have found resonance in biology were it not for the conviction among researchers that biological systems, though admittedly a great deal more complex, have ultimately the same constitution and would therefore yield to the same kind of advances that had been so successful in electronics and mechanics. Reductionism was not only an approach but a belief system.
There was some justification for that. Hecht's photochemical theory of vision was based on the thorough understanding that the interface between the worlds of objects and of sensations was the transduction of light in the retinal photoreceptors and there the principles of physical chemistry, differential equations relating concentration and rate of reactions, were applicable (Hecht, 1937) . It had not become apparent that whereas the step between incident light and break-down products of rhodopsin may indeed be well captured by physico-chemical laws, the next one, relating rhodopsin products to sensations, even simple yes/ no responses to the simple question whether in a given retinal location in a given moment the subject saw a light increment, was enormously more intricate. It took almost a decade's work by William Rushton, one of the most powerful researchers of the period, to drive this point home (Rushton, 1956 (Rushton, , 1965 ).
In the mean time, systems analysis flourished. Its practice was straight-forward. Take any perceptual or behavioral variable (spatial or temporal pattern of brightness of the visual field, pupil diameter, accommodation level or eye position) and a physical measure with which it is obviously correlated. Call the first the output, the second the input. This is the system. Measure output changes as a function of carefully defined changes in the input. Draw a box diagram with arrows implying causal relationships. They might be just input ? box ? output (Fig. 2 top) but more often would involve a feedback loop (Fig. 2, bottom) . If the input/output relationship for some specific kinds of input have been obtained, it is possible to predict the behavior for all other inputs and the system's characteristics have been identified, in theory at least and if some preconditions apply. The one set of input changes that fits most easily into most of the applicable equations and that are most easily generated in electronic practice, are sinusoids. This is the reason for the ubiquity of sinusoidal targets, but in principle many other sets would do just as well. What has been achieved here is a mathematical description of the behavior of the black box into which all the stages intervening between stimulus and response have been compressed.
In vision, the process has to be slightly modified because while there is no difficulty giving defined values to the input, when the output is a subject's response measuring its magnitude (What is the apparent contrast of the fringes you see?) makes a rigorous psychophysicist uncomfortable. This is overcome by restricting the subject's response to a yes/no (In this particular time interval and spatial location, did the brightness change or did it remain uniform?) and applying the changes in the stimulus domain necessary to reach the criterion. The curves thus obtained for a particular parameter set, say spatial frequency of sinusoids or temporal frequency of flicker, in well behaved electronic or mechanical systems, suffice as descriptors and obviate agony of what is actually in the black box. Fig. 3 illustrates two of the most prominent early entries of system's theory in vision science, both originating with engineers working in industrial research laboratories (DeLange, 1954; Schade, 1956) .
With 50 years' hindsight it is easy to be critical, but at the time it looked to many that making this kind of end run around the insuperable difficulties of opening the black box was a major coup, especially since it had enviable hallmarks of rigor. It also provided a needed link when information about the visual system was required in the design of electronic video devices, though it is surprising how self-contained the engineering profession was in setting specifications for video monitors and for compression algorithms such as jpeg.
Especially in oculomotor research, system's analysis remained the dominant approach for at least 20 years and served to attract into the fold a generation of trained engineers and physicists, many of whom went on to switch allegiance to vision science. A fallout remains with us today. Until the 1950's, stimuli were lines, rectangles, pulses of light and had sudden onset and defined duration. Gratings, and later Gabors, are not predicated by the imperatives of natural scenes or the intrinsic organization of the visual system, but offered themselves as convenient examples of several equivalent probes in systems theory.
The limitations may have become overt to the practitioners only gradually, but they were never hidden. The key is contained in the full name of the discipline, which has always been not just ''systems analysis" but ''linear systems analysis." In the study of the mathematics basic to it, differential equations, the first chapter is always at pains to point out that all the neat solutions to the equations pertain only to the situation of linearity, i.e., in which superposition of a second kind of input leaves the output to the first input unaffected. When this precondition does not hold, all bets are off. Even if some success is achieved in characterizing the nonlinearity for one kind of stimulus, say sinusoids, such knowledge usually does not transfer to another kind of stimulus, say a pulse. This is in contradistinction to the generality and universality of the solution for linear systems. The same could be said about the stationarity problem, whether the analysis performed on one occasion remains valid for a probing with identical parameters at a later time. Learning, attention, memory, prediction are not in the vocabulary of systems theory.
Systems analysis, built on many successful achievements in harnessing technological development to interface with and be used by humans, was a necessary step in 20th century attempt to corral the unruly behavior of data as they emerge from the laboratory. It was a temporary staging ground for those looking for more realistic incarnations of the visual apparatus than black boxes. Disappointment with and hostility to it are based on a misreading of its premise: by definition it always was too confining for the actualities of the process of vision. This is a perennial problem Fig. 2 . In systems analysis a physical stimulus acts as an input to a processing module, sometimes called ''plant" or more popularly ''black box." The relationship between the stimulus and the measured output for some sets of stimuli is used to define the operating characteristics of the system. In more sophisticated analyses, there is a feedback signal that allows comparison between the desired and actual output state. The immediate input to the plant is this difference, called error signal.
deLange, 1954 Schade, 1956 Space Time Physical Systems Approaches to Visual Thresholds Fig. 3 . Two of the earliest systems approaches to vision, both from engineering laboratories. In each case the amplitude of sinusoidal change in the stimulus dimension was adjusted to reach detection threshold for the human observer. Left: Otto Schade's response curves of the visual system to spatial sinusoids as a function of spatial frequency, from the RCA Laboratories. Right: DeLange's flicker detection response curves to sinusoidal changes in light intensity as a function of temporal frequency in Hz, from the Phillips Laboratories.
for those who choose formulations whose rigor is mismatched to the research findings. A replay of the system's theory scenario is now taking place in areas like Information Theory and Bayes Inference, whose theoretical foundations have also been laid out thoroughly and where the demands for rigorous application are explicit. Central to them and necessary for their utilization in their full form are the ''priors." The impediments to performing information-theoretical computations is that they require knowledge of a priori probabilities (Attneave, 1959) and this is a scarce commodity in current vision science. A prerequisite to the quantitative measure of the information content of a message is knowledge of the probability of its occurrence. Similarly, in implementing ''Perception as Bayesian Inference" as a research program one needs to have at hand actual values for the prior probability functions of the alternatives to insert into the calculations, else the exercise remains purely in the realm of likelihoods. Empirical priors are not easy to generate, and substituting purely conjectural ones makes the process one of induction rather than of inference.
More than a little of the contraposition of romantic idealism and hard-headed realism -to which science is not, should not be, immune -surrounds the practice of systems theory in the first half-century of VISION RESEARCH, and is well encapsulated in the adage of a bygone era: not being a socialist at age 20 is for want of heart, and still being one at age 50 for want of head.
Stabilized retinal imagery
Two observations in the immediate preWWII periods set the stage for a major research thrusts in the1950's. Adler and Fliegelman (1934) found that the eyes were continually in motion even in intersaccadic intervals, and Hartline's recordings from optic nerve fibers showed that activity was predominantly restricted to onset and offset of illumination. Taken together with the observation that afterimages would fade but could be revived with added light, and that one does not ordinarily see the Purkinje tree of the shadows of retinal vessels in one's own eyes except transiently during oblique transscleral illumination, these raised the question of the role of the small eye movements during steady fixation. Could it be that scanning of light across receptors is essential for maintaining vision and even for resolution? Marshall and Talbot put forward a specific proposition. ''. . . normal flutter of fixation (physiological nystagmus) produces the maximum rate-ofchange of light as it traverses the receptor. . . The limiting retinal factor in acuity seems to be the relation of receptor width to the highest optical gradient in a moving pattern, rather than the average static differential illumination on one cone, compared with its neighbors" (Italics in the original) (Marshall & Talbot, 1942) .
To answer such questions it was necessary to record eye position with very high temporal and spatial resolution. Two research groups succeeded in that, attaching optical levers to contact lenses tightly secured to the eyeballs of normal volunteer observers (Ditchburn & Ginsborg, 1952; Riggs & Ratliff, 1950) . The eyes were indeed always in motion, and a great deal of information was generated about the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations (Fig. 4  right) . Small though they are, they had magnitude that could not be neglected when compared to the width of receptors and the resolution thresholds. This invited examination of observers' visual performance during time intervals for which motion information was available, and even further, during which such motion was artificially nulled out, i.e., the optical image remained stationary on the retina.
In an early application of this method, Ratliff put Marshall and Talbot's proposition to a test. He recorded eye movements while observers performed a visual acuity task and divided 75 ms epochs into those in which the eyes were relatively stable and those in which the eyes drifted more than 20 arcsec (Ratliff, 1952) . Visual acuity was better when there was less eye movement. Ratliff concluded that Marshall and Talbot's theory of ''dynamic visual acuity" lacked experimental support. Later on, several experiments measuring spatial visual thresholds for target presentations of a few hundred milliseconds, i.e., durations of typical intersaccadic intervals in normal vision, showed them to be unaffected by image stabilization, suggesting a relatively minor role of physiological nystagmus under ordinary circumstances. This overall conclusion was subsequently reinforced by the observation that visual acuity and even hyperacuity was robust to small imposed image motions. In any case, Marshall and Talbot had never fully articulated their theory and failed to explain that prior or contemporaneous knowledge of the speed and direction of the micronystagmoid movement was needed to utilize time gradients. Nobody had ever proposed that efference copy was associated with the tiny involuntary eye oscillations.
The fading into uniformity of textured visual fields under longterm image stabilization obliterating borders and color differences, secured by heroic experiments (Ditchburn, 1973; Yarbus, 1967) needed a lot of detailed describing and fitting into theories of light and color perception. (The occasional spontaneous reappearance was easily explained as being caused by brief failure of optical stationarity by, for example, a blink.) They were consonant with the research at the time (and since) on the relative importance of transient, as contrasted with steady-state, excitation of neurons in the retina and visual pathways, later given firm substance in first the X-Y dichotomy in the cat and then the magno-parvo division in the primate. Descriptions of intrinsic retinal gray in a Ganzfeld went back centuries and became an explicit component in Hering's theory of the light sense. The discovery of the melatonic apparatus in the retina, responding to steady light levels, is quite recent (Van Gelder, 2003) .
The retinal image stabilization inquiries, depending as they did on knowledge and regulation of eye movements, was closely associated with very diligent attempts to relate normal oculomotor responses to a branch of engineering that had begun to flourish: control theory. It is based on governing the power supplied to a device by sensing the difference between the desired and actual outputs and utilizing this so-called ''error signal" to drive the power plant. Although employed in a primitive way already in early steam engines, it came to the fore in the problems of operating elaborate mechanical devices, such as airplanes and was launched by Norbert Wiener, in his seminal book Cybernetics, into a movement that soon almost engulfed oculomotor research. Studying eye movements as exemplars of biological control systems was a widely practiced activity in the 1950's and 1960's and is well covered in textbooks. Because the involved neural circuitry was not known in detail at the time (and to a large measure this is still the case) the black box approach outlined above was a way of conceptually subduing the topic (Fig. 5) . Much work was done in examining open-and closed loop behavior in tracking and vergence eye movements and in accommodation (Carpenter, 1988) . Though it helped to describe and delineate normal and abnormal movements in behavioral contexts, and allowed a start on relating an observer's fixation pattern to the targets in the visual field (scan paths), its impact on an understanding of the neural pathways in the cortex and midbrain is subject to debate: at what stage did the exuberant drawing of schematics of black boxes with forward, backward, interconnecting and recurrent arrows, with integrator, differentiator, comparison stages, no longer advance insight into neural organization and become formulaic exercises? Since the schematics were not ends in themselves but surely intended as hints, perhaps skeletons, of the biological apparatus, it needed agonizing about the true meaning, possible operational definition and likely biological substrates of the various elements.
Metric of visual space
Globally, in its literal sense, no facet of vision research captures the essence of the modality more that the representation of space. If, as Kant has expressed it, we can imagine space without objects but not an object that is not in space, then surely the foremost layer of vision research is space perception.
This venerable topic took a fascinating turn through the publication of a slim paperback in 1947 (Luneburg, 1947) . (Curiously, another slim paperback that also set in motion a significant new trend, the Fourier revolution in optics, appeared almost contemporaneously (Duffieux, 1946) .) In a manner that is classical in the physical sciences, Luneburg took a few empirical findings and wove them into a conceptual framework that could be expressed in just one elegant formula with roots in the great 19th century breakthrough, non-Euclidean geometry. It was not lost on his admirers that this is precisely what Einstein had done in his general theory of relativity.
At the outset it needed to be clear that visual space was of a kind different from mathematical and physical space. Objects seen arrayed before an observer are in some sort of ordered relationship to each other and form a private space information about which can be accessed by suitable interrogating techniques applied to human and animal subjects. Positivism and behaviorist tendencies, which had permeated the thinking of experimental psychologists by then, allowed an operational approach. Specifically, one
Retinal Image stabilization Micronystagmus Fig. 4 . Right: High resolution tracing of eye position during a 1-s interval of ''steady" fixation, revealing high-frequency tremor, drifts and fast displacements (microsaccades). Left: (Top) contact lens tightly attached to eyeball with suction device, carrying optical components for image stabilization. (Bottom) elaborate optical system, utilizing reflection from a mirror attached to the contact lens, required to impart to a target the same motion as the eyeball and hence remain in an invariant retinal location (from Ditchburn, 1973) .
Accommodation and convergence and their linkage Fig. 5 . Example of engineering-type circuit diagram used to show the interrelation of various quantities, measured and hypothesized, involved in the focusing and convergence response to the presentation of a close-up target (from Carpenter, 1988) . manipulated markers in physical object space to satisfy a criterion easily explained to a subject: of two pairs of markers, is the distance between the first equal to that between the second? This was well explained in review of Luneburg's book in the Psychological Bulletin: ''When an observer says that one pair of points looks closer together than another, then in the visual space the first pair is closer together" (Ratoosh & Graham, 1952, italics in the original) . A linking between the two spaces, the physical object space and the subject's visual space, can be sought by measurements performed in both, directly in physical space through the usual procedures using meter sticks, etc., and indirectly in visual space, but none-the-less measurements even if only of the most primitive, Brindley Class A, kind of just detectable perturbations.
Luneburg took on the task to express in the most concise imaginable form the relationship between the two spaces, each obeying acceptable rules, for example that for three points A, B, C within the space, the distance AC can never be larger than AB + BC.
To establish the metric of visual space, he used as starting points just a few observations, including the following:
(a) The lay-out of a set of tokens in object space that appear to an observer to be fronto-parallel, the horopter. For many decades, measuring the horopter for different stimulus conditions, distance, color, duration for example, had been a favorite pastime (Tschermak, 1947) . Rather than merely drawing all these curves, Ogle had earlier fitted conic sections to them, which needed just two or three parameters. It was still, however, an ad hoc approach. Luneburg's was an entirely different and much more comprehensive technique. (b) The universal description, from antiquity on, that the sky appeared as a dome. (c) An obscure experiment by a forgotten Austrian psychologist, Blumenfeld, who asked observers to line up markers in three-dimensional space so they would appear to form parallel alleys and also equi-distant alleys (Fig. 6, top) . (d) Free movability within this three-dimensional space, that is the invariance of an object when shifted from one position to another. In all these ways, physical object space and visual space differed in a manner that Luneburg with his mathematical skill and creative imagination was able to subsume under one heading: it is characteristic of a transformation between a Euclidean and a particular kind of non-Euclidean space. Since there is no doubt that for practical purposes the space of objects in our immediate environment is Euclidean, it is our visual space that is non-Euclidean.
To navigate and measure distances within a space, one sets up co-ordinates and obtains the so-called metric, which relates distances in different locations in the space. Well-behaved spaces, say the surface of a sphere, have a simple metric. Luneburg postulated that the metric of visual space was in fact given by a relatively simple equation with just one free parameter and he was able to draw surfaces in physical space that would to an observer have simple perceptual properties, for example, appear to be fronto-parallel planes or rectangular rooms (Fig. 6, bottom) .
By the beginning of the 1950's the outlines of the program had become clear. First of all one had to accept that visual space was not Euclidean. This was by no means automatic and resulted in spirited exchanges. To enter into the realm opened by Luneburg, one had to familiarize oneself with the mathematics, quite a formidable task that seemed at the time a necessary precondition. Once these hurdles had been overcome, experiments could be planned. They took two forms. In widely-disseminated demonstrations, exhibits could be constructed that convinced the viewer, academic and general public alike, of the deep divide between what they perceived and what was actually in front of them in three-dimensional object space. With the addition of curious visual illusions, many popular and riveting demonstrations were constructed and exhibited to drive home the complexity of the visual process.
In the laboratories, however, activities had a much more serious intent. Was it actually true that, as Luneburg, contended, a single parameter could link the metric of the world of objects and that of the world of visual percepts and moreover, as by now had become the custom, in the manner of a Brindley Class A experiment? This seemed a stretch and was soon found to be untenable, unsurprisingly to those who knew history and thus were not, in Santayana's words, condemned to relive it.
Conferences on possible dissertation projects in the late 1950's, therefore, would be centered on such questions: If a single parameter is too few, how many might be needed? If there were only a small extra number, by what experiments could they be identified? What might be the magnitude of inter-individual differences? Could pathological situations, strabismus, for example, be folded in? Or one might ask more deeply searching questions: how homogeneous, how stable is visual space? Is it sufficiently well behaved to support the whole enterprise? And in one of the most remarkable studies that was indeed carried out: Does it obey the Desarguesian property, namely that lines from the two vertices of a triangle to the opposite sides intersect, without which it is pointless to even consider it metric? (Foley, 1964) .
Epilogue
It would have been impossible, writing in 1960, to predict the state of the discipline 50 years later. Societal changes, the advances in collateral sciences and technological innovations could not have been foreseen. So there will be no attempt here to chart the path into the far future, though perhaps the wish that there be a celebratory issue of VISION RESARCH Vol. 100, its format no doubt virtual, resident in the clouds, is likely to be fulfilled.
But the trend during the 20th century does allow some prognostications. The ultimate aim is a science of vision, as distinguished from art as mediated through the sense of vision. That means the search for description of phenomena in compact and economical terms, many orders of magnitude fewer than the mere enumeration of the individual items in all the phenomena. In physics there are formulas and equations to summarize events, with terms that can be sharply defined and are applicable over delineated ranges of magnitude. In chemistry one would not agonize too much over the definition of, say, ''amino acid" or ''chromophore," nor, in anatomy, over ''neuron," ''synapse," or ''spine." In the drive further into the molecular domain, the frontiers now are ''channels" and ''gene products." Insofar as vision research encompasses these disciplines, the road ahead is clear: advances there will be applied to the organic components of the visual system with enormous and gratifyingly increased understanding of how excitation is generated, transmitted, stored and retrieved.
However, insofar as concision of description of natural phenomena is the aim, progress in the two most active areas of vision research -recording of the traffic within and between neural centers devoted to vision, and studying the responses of the human observer to target changes in the visual field by psychophysical experiments -is, if anything, in the opposite direction. Every experiment, every new class of stimulus pattern, every cortical area explored, every new analytical tool, rather than finalizing our understanding of the visual process in that particular regard, opens up further questions and invites a new set of studies.
Technological advances in the last 50 years have been such that they could be viewed as having caused what Immanuel Kant called a ''Copernican turn." An intellectual framework that recently lost traction, dialectical materialism, had as one of its tenets that a quantitative change in sufficient measure converts into a qualitative one. Surely when a psychophysical study expands, using the same effort, from a few settings of a neutral density wedge by the author himself to hundreds of computer programmed and analyzed responses, when the researcher, instead of wafting a wand in the receptive field of a neuron and listening to the crackling sound on a loudspeaker, sets in motion a train of tens of thousands of automatic stimulus patterns reverse-correlated with each nerve impulse isolated by a discriminator from a stream, when swaths of brain regions of a conscious observer can be scanned for activity associated with a single thought or feeling, then the change can hardly be called incremental. Add to this the qualitative change brought about by the simultaneous increase of number of publications and ease of their retrieval, and by the broadening of the base of active researchers, and a simple forward transport of a science by a half-century is not readily envisaged.
Whether or not this gradient will continue unabated into the next half-century, it certainly will not be reversed. More likely, the number of neural units recorded from simultaneously, the number of observers snared into (world wide) webs of participating subjects, the number of gene products shown to be expressed under defined conditions and the neural structures and neural states with which they are identified, will continue to increase at a prominent rate and the task of the scientist in riding herd over the astronomical realm of data will grow commensurately.
A final thought: The scope of the enterprise must be informed by a realization that when we study vision we study more than the optics of the eye, or the molecular apparatus within the retina and the nerve cells, or the architecture of the neural pathways or even the activity in the ensemble of neurons. Ultimately vision is an experience. This does not mean that it cannot be examined with the rigor accepted in modern science, but in the end it must embrace the behavior of the whole organism. In such an arena, the principles and the rules that govern them have remained elusive. Simplifying categorical changes that have revolutionized empirical science are rare: evolution, bacterial and viral causes of disease, tectonic plates, the molecular basis of genetics. Will the grammar of visual percepts and the nature of their coding be classed alongside these in the coming 50 years?
